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Conclusions
from 2016

Edd Schouten at OMEGA 3 | photo: Valdis Jansons

In 2016 our main focus was in:
Artist-in-residence: 4 programs, 39 artists for longer and
shorter stays, from 16 countries.
|
Educational activities: Artists to Schools (40 hours of
workshops, with approximately 117 participants, involving
7 artists in 5 schools and 1 youth center.
|
Preparation and launch of the OMEGA 3 / international
exhibition in collaboration with Kaspars Lielgalvis, of
Totaldobze in Latvia (with over 650 visitors).
|
Implementation of a multi-functional workshop space for
regional artists/craftspeople.
<

2016 marks the 15th year of operation since MoKS was
formally founded in 2001. That's something of a landmark. Is
there reason to celebrate? Yes and no. Did we celebrate?
Quietly. What's the problem? There is no specific problem
per se, only that despite the lasting success of MoKS,
fatigue is something we no longer can deny. While the field
of "independent culture" offers an unprecedented amount
of freedom and flexibility to carry out one's vision (our
2015 topic of reflection), it has become almost entirely
dependent on self-reliance. Or to put it more simply,
you can only depend on yourself which has its risks and
limitations. Looking around it feels like you've reached the
clouds but you don't quite know whether to go up or down
and you're not sure where is the horizon (it was there not
too long ago). Despite growing wings and learning to fly,
the existence of an "independent" project or organization
is still connected to your time/energy/will
to sustain it.
-.
There eventually comes a time when you are faced with
a challenge, either climb ever higher, take it down easy
or shift directions. Despite the tone of this message, we
are alive and well and looking forward to what 2017 will
bring however uncertain it may be. Looking back, 2016
was certainly a bumper year, with nearly 40 artists hosted
at MoKS and a major international exhibition that was
more successful than we could have imagined, we can
begin to assess another year full of accomplishments. We
hope this yearbook can shed light on most of them, and in
the process, give insight into where to focus in the months
ahead.
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AIR overview

,

<

Tina Damgaard, Sarah Armstrong, Linas Paulauskis,
Roomet Jakapi, Gintas K, Andrus Kallastu, Mike Hentz,
Karel Dudešek, Sofia Lotti Carvalho Dias, Nora Arietta,
Berat Isik, Vanessa Massera, Inga Erdmane, Edd Schouten,
Simon Whetham, Taavi Suisalu, Johanna Lonka, Emma
Vilina Fält, Eva Vévere, Amanda Priebe, Alicja Rosé,
Klara Petra Szabo, Kaspars Lielgalvis, Sabine Burger,
Epp Kubu, Alexandra Litaker, Ilze Vanaga, Villem Jahu,
Reinis Nalivaiko, Krišjanis Zelgis, Daiga Kruze, Laura
..
Prikule, Anda Lace, Erkan Ozgen, Juuso Paaso, Mads Bech
Paluszewski-Hau, Bence György Palinkas, Rachel Devorah
Trapp, Tuulikki Bartosik.
_

,

Beautiful people at OMEGA 3 opening | photo: Valdis Jansons

MoKS 2016 AIR were:

,

In 2016 MoKS hosted artists in several different types of
residency programs: from curated/group residencies to
individual smaller scale project and research residencies,
from exchange residencies with our partner organisations
to retreats for those looking just for quiet place to work.
In 2016 we hosted 39 artists, of whom 8 artists stayed
longer than 1 month (maximum stay 2 months), the rest
of artists stays varied from 4-29 days. 85% of the artists
were provided with free studio and accommodation, 15%
covered their own studio costs. Thanks to the generosity
of our funders we were able to support 13 artists with
stipends averaging 800€ each (this includes straight
stipendia, partial travel and material production costs).
While the financial support for artists remains stable, the
duration of residencies continues to decline (for example,
10 years ago a 'short' stay was 1 month). It is unclear as
to the cause of this "lack of time" yet many artists have
acknowledged the precarious nature of working as a
freelancer where being "busy" doesn't indicate so much
"success" as it does less gain for more work.
Despite the fact that artists from certain countries
qualify for specific programs (be it financially supported
residencies or exchange residencies), we still aim to keep
MoKS open for artists from all over the world. In 2016
we welcomed artists came from the following countries:
Latvia (9), Estonia (6), Finland (3), Denmark (3), Germany (2),
Canada (2), Lithuania (2), Turkey (2), Hungary (2), Austria (1),
Brazil (1), Netherlands (1), UK (1), Poland (1), Iceland (1), USA
(1), Switzerland (1). Interestingly many artists fill the role
of "global citizens" a they often hold a passport of certain
country but do not actually live there, but travel constantly
or work somewhere else.
Several artists returned. We were fortunate to host Simon
Whetham (Active Crossover curator in 2015) again who
spent most of his year in east Asia. MoKS regular Mike
Hentz came to collaborate with 'Minus Delta T' colleague
Karel Dudesek. Tuulikki Bartosik participated in OMEGA
3 and later returned to perform with her musical trio on
the 'Storied Sounds' tour. And of course Kaspars Lielgalvis
made numerous visits to plan and prepare the OMEGA 3
exhibition.

_
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Curated
and group
residencies
MoKS Curated and Group residencies were initiated in
2014 to realize the potential of residencies for collectives,
collaborating artists and curators. Actually term curated
may be confusing to use here, let's say these were artistorganised outcome oriented residencies.
Previous years have shown the need to accommodate
residencies over longer time period, allowing multiple
visits and returns.
2 group residencies were hosted in 2016: The major
one was finale of Latvian organizer Kaspars Lielgalvis
(Totaldobže) exhibition project OMEGA 3. The idea for
this started earlier while Kaspars was at MoKS for the
'Axis of Praxis' residency in autumn 2014. The second
one is an incubating project by choreographer Sarah
Armstrong currently titled 'Fake Chrystal' which will
continue in spring 2017.
The artists participating in these residencies received
financial support thanks to a residency grant from
Kulturkontakt Nord and the Estonian Ministry of Culture.

Johanna Lonka AIR | photo: John Grzinich
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Curated project residency
OMega3
_

,
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Participating artists
Vanessa Massera, Inga Erdmane, Edd Schouten, Simon
Whetham, Taavi Suisalu, Johanna Lonka, Emma Vilina Fält,
Eva Vévere, Epp Kubu, Ilze Vanaga, Villem Jahu, Reinis
Nalivaiko, Krišjanis Zelgis, Daiga Kruze, Laura Prikule,
Anda Lace, Tuulikki Bartosik SNKR (Seth Nehil and Kelly
Rauer), Amanda Priebe, Timo Toots, Aija Bley, Voldemars
Johansons, John Grzinich, Pinksy, Kaspars Lielgalvis
_

,
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by
Kaspars Lielgalvis, Totaldobže Art Centre
co-curated by
John and Evelyn Grzinich, MoKS
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Kaspars Lielgalvis and OMEGA 3 artists | photo: Epp Kubu

The concept of the exhibition was built around the linseed
sorting factory itself which started in 1970s and is still in
active use with the original machinery despite significant
changes, not only in the local economy, but also in the
agricultural industry. Inside the deceptively bland exterior
of the building is an interior rich with surprises thanks to
a complex maze of machinery, consisting of large sorting
boxes, containers, and nearly a hundred different lengths
and widths of pipes and tubes for transporting seeds,
grains and waste.

The previous two Black Holes creative workshops
organised by Totaldobže at MoKS took place in 2014 and
2015. As the first workshop was more about exploring the
ground then the second one gave the kick off idea for a
major exhibition at the seed sorting factory. Participants
were composers Linda Leimane (LV), Marianna Liik (EE),
artists Voldemars Johansons (LV) and Taavi Suisalu (EE)
were proposed to create ideas for new art works which
would be somehow relate to the Mooste Seed Sorting
factory. The head of the factory Kalju Paalman shared
with participants many inspiring facts about the history of
the factory, its production and the current situation. The
concept for the exhibition was created and developed
as a three way collaboration between the participants,
moderator and host of the workshop.
_

Leaders of both organizations Totaldobže and MoKS
became co-curators of the exhibition. Kaspars Lielgalvis,
Evelyn and John Grzinich invited artists to participate
in the exhibition who had been involved with different
activities organized by both organizations before.
Participants received an offer to create new artwork or
exhibit existing work which related to the concept of the
exhibition. Artists could also use the third Black Holes
workshop as a playground to create a new artwork for
the exhibition.

This sonically and visually impressive structure has inspired
a selected set of sound and visual artists, musicians,
choreographers and poets to ask questions and seek
answers about this singularly unique context; What shapes
memory? What makes certain objects valuable and worthy
of preserving while other decay as relics of history?
What processes comprise the making and disappearance
of man-made objects? What are the relations between
these objects, their users and the environment? How can
outdated structures for production be adapted for reuse?...
OMEGA 3 was comprised of results from diverse artistic
researches shaped into a multi-layered art exhibition,
that could only be experienced as a temple of industrial
agriculture found only in Mooste.
Totaldobže started in the former VEF factory in Riga by
artists as a common ground for creatives from different
art disciplines. Since 2009 hundreds of representatives
from contemporary visual art, music, dance, literature
have been exhibiting, performing, creating and presenting
their art works to those, who are interested not only in art
products but also the process of creation within the depth
of the cultural field today. Since 2014 "totaldobže" has
left VEF and is popping up in different venues
around Riga and places far beyond.
[Kaspars Lielgalvis]

“

“

Collaboration between two artist run initiatives
started with the Black Holes creative workshop
organized by Totaldobže and hosted by MoKS in autumn
of 2014. In June the 3rd Black Holes workshop took place
at MoKS, participants were Laura Prikule (LV) and Edd
Schouten (NL). During their exploration of Mooste the
artists discovered and documented the Mooste Seeds
Sorting factory and in the end produced a limited edition
of handmade zines with the curious title "Zetor".
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OMEGA 3 opening | photo: Valdis Jansons

The working and residential premises provided by MoKS
during the residence and the grant received from KKnord
has been an important support for the work and the
progress of other visual projects under development.
During my residence, I collected a large volume of visual
materials in various media including photographs, videos

and drawings. Part of the resulting video material is
intended as an element of the work TRUE FULFILMENT/
ZERO PROGRESS for an exhibition that took place
in September 2016 at ARSENALS Exhibition Hall and
Creative Studio, Riga, Latvia. In turn, some of the drawings
mark a further stage in the development of the artists'
project entitled HERBARUM (2015-2016).
_

“

“

The time in residence was used to prepare for
the exhibition, OMEGA 3. I worked on editing
the video piece for the exhibition and on finding suitable
audio material. The work for the exhibition in video format
communicates the "other life" of the industrial premises,
which, outside the frame of their former function, are
transformed into a peculiarly conscious space, which must
be fulfilled anew.

The overall atmosphere of the residence, MoKS' organizers
and the artists that I met there created a truly special
environment, which proved to be most stimulating for
all sorts of creative processes, individual projects and
development of ideas for future collaboration.
Thank you!
(Eva Vevere)
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Installation by Eva Vevere at OMEGA 3 | photo: Valdis Jansons

“

During my stay at MoKS I made a drawing
installation that was exhibited at the OMEGA 3.
I also gave a two day drawing workshop in Kanepi HIgh
School for 8th grade students. My time in the residency
went well and was calm, but productive in many ways.
For the exhibition I did a drawing installation inspired by
the hidden stories of the factory. Hidden is a theme I have
been working with lately. I am currently studying the ways
it is experienced and thought in our lived environment and
physical bodies. That study happens through my drawing
practice and writing.
Here I got interested in the factory as a thing to draw
with. My idea was to find out, what is hidden in a space
of decay. I wanted to approach the factory building not as
an object but more like a thing. I did most of my drawing
acts around and inside the factory. The movements and
materials of the space inspired all 15 drawing scores I
made there. I did these acts of drawing almost every day
for two weeks on paper and sometimes without it.
I was drawing with different materials and using my body
as a tool for understanding the acts of rolling, hanging

or hiding by imitating or having dialogue with the moving
things. The first impression of the place as stagnant and
heavy made me look for little movements: of the dust and
ropes, spider webs and small, almost invisible movement
in myself too. I felt I became very close to something
invisible, becoming visible through the drawing process.
In some point I got inspired by the Finnish word for
seedcase of linen: Sylkky, which means also lap in Finnish
spoken language. That kind of place, calm and silent I
found in the 3rd floor of the building. The chaotic view,
dusty and cold darkness of the space was turning into
shelter, where my precarious rhythms were becoming
balanced, maybe just because I was committed to visit
the space every day, no matter what I do there. Working
hours consisted of many moments of not doing anything,
basically just sitting, walking, leaning against or grasping
some surfaces. All senses became important for drawing
- especially touch. Things do get dusty when they are not
being touched, being sensed. As I was moving there around
and inside, alone and with other people I felt things became
more alive, like in my own body when being touched, not
only stared at.
Tim Ingold, whose writings have inspired me in my practice,
writes in his book, Making - Anthropology, Archaeology,
Art and Architecture. Routledge 2013: ".. in just the same
way we have found that the mound comes into its own, in
its mounding, through the movement of lying down with
it, soaking up the dampness of the earth while mingling
with the immensity of the sky. And in this the mound - like
the building - is no longer encountered as an object but
experienced as a thing."
During these weeks the old linseed factory became instead of something to look and use, more something what
I considered as a living and breathing colleague. What
happened in the process of drawing, happened to both of
us: This space and me, we were both leaving marks to each
other, while studying our limits and lines.

“

I am happy for doing this work, because I see many paths
to continue my work around and along these
themes.
(Emma Vilina Fält)
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Installation by Emma Vilina Fält at OMEGA 3 | photo: Valdis Jansons
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Emma Vilina Fält AIR | photo: John Grzinich

“

)

In MoKs we were able to go into a thorough
research with our project collaboration
Fake Crystal which deals with the notions of power/
empowerment. We were inspired by the poems of Bertold
Brecht and the surrounding landscapes of beautiful Mooste
and utilised this to make experimental art films. MoKS
provided great facilities and a professional and friendly
atmosphere to work in. We were also able to meet and
interview some of the local inhabitants of Mooste as
a part of understanding the broader subject of power
through dialogue and subjectivity. This was a warm and
learning experience of local cultural exchange and with
great support from MoKS which helped us facilitate the
initial contacts.
We will return to Mooste in spring 2017 to finish the
residency at MoKS where we will present our final
residency product in the form of a public site specific
performance installation including; film, performance and
music. We look forward to continue our collaboration with
MoKS Art Centre in the near future of 2017.

Fake Crystal, Sarah Armstrong | photo: Tina Damgaard
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(Sarah Armstrong, Tina Damgaard)
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Fresh AIR is geared towards artists, writers, journalists and
scholars who are targets of politically motivated threats
and persecution. The primary idea of the residency is to
provide for artists at risk a safe place to live and work for
a certain period of time.
Berat Isik is a Turkish artist of Kurdish origin who is
based in Diyarbakir. Berat was scheduled to spend the
month of August 2016 at MoKS along with his family. Three
days before their flight was to depart an attempted coup
d'état took place in Turkey. One of the responses by the
government was to close the borders, particularly for
'green' passport holders or state teachers with special visa
freedom for the EU. As Berat has a 'green' passport he and
his family were unable to leave. After several attempts,
Berat was able to miraculously rebook the flights for him
and his family two weeks later. We admire his persistence
and felt all the more grateful to be able to host Berat and
his family for two weeks at MoKS. To relieve the stress we
did our best to allow Berat undisturbed work time. We also
made a number of trips around south Estonia to go hiking
in the forest and take in the local cultural attractions.
While Berat has traveled outside of Turkey before this
was the first trip abroad for his wife and children. After
they left MoKS, Berat and his family were also able to
visit Helsinki for a few days. Curator Tanel Rander invited
Berat Isik to participate in his exhibition project "Promised
light" (Tõotatud valgus) at gallery Noorus, that took place
in the frame of the Tartu Light Festival from October 20th
until November 13th
c

Due to the cancellation of Emrah Gokdemir, we had an
available slot for a visiting Nordic Fresh Air artist. After
discussing with issue with Marita Muukkonen, it was
..
suggested to offer Erkan Ozgen the opportunity to visit
MoKS. Erkan was already an artist-in-residence at HIAP in
Helsinki as part of the the Safe Haven project.

..

Erkan Ozgen and family | photo: John Grzinich
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Emrah Gokdemir was scheduled to spend one month at
MoKS in the summer of 2016. Unfortunately, due to a
personal health emergency, Emrah was unable to come
and had to cancel his residency.
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We continued our residency exchange with Budapest
based FKSE (Fiatal Képzomuvészek Stúdioja or The Studio
of Young Artists' Association) and DAR in Druskininkai (run
by Lithuanian Composers Union). A new exchange was
initiated with Künstlerhaus Lukas in Ahrenshoop Germany.
For us exchange residencies offer a lateral sharing of
approaches, resources and most importantly opportunities
for artists between several organizations across Europe.

14
Watercolor by Nora Arrieta

This was the 2nd year of an exchange project with the
Composers Union of Lithuania. The aim of the exchange
was to bring together people whose medium is sound,
be it classically trained composers and musicians or
sound artists broadening the sonic terrains. Annually four
composers and sound artists from Lithuania and Estonia
can participate in this two phase residency. All four
composers/sound artists gather first in June in Druskininkai
and meet later in autumn at MoKS.

“

[Gintas K]
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“

During my stay at MoKS I continued what I did
in the first phase of this exchange program
in DAR in June (then collecting sounds of Druskininkai
environment and making series of one-minute "sound
diaries" based on them). In Mooste, I made a six-minute
long piece of musique concrete, assembled only from
the sounds recorded locally (except for one sound which
was from the Scintilla Symphony by Egidija Medekšaite,
curator of the DAR program, thus making one more
symbolic link between DAR and MoKS). While staying at
MoKS, I also wrote a choral song (Evening Dream, text
by Sigitas Geda) and participated in a performance of
"Sinine Heli" by Andrus Kallastu, together with the children
from his workshop at Mooste School.
`
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The field recordings I made in Mooste, will keep me
inspired and serve as a valuable source to use them in
my further work, reminding me of this unique place, its
moods and atmospheres. Many thanks to the curators of
the MoKS program, Evelyn Grzinich and John Grzinich, for
their hospitality and help to find the sources of
inspiration here.
[Linas Paulauskis]

“

Artists:
Linas Paulauskis, Gintas K, Roomet Jakapi, Andrus Kallastu

At both residencies we spent a wonderful,
creative time. In Druskininkai I created a concrete
music piece "From the life of a Guinea pig" from Linas
Paulauskis found sounds around Druskininkai. At the same
all of us artists made a survey of each others works. I got
interested especially in Roomet Jakapi's performances. At
Moks I made a presentation and a live performance at for
Helena Tulve's [CoPeCo] students . During the residency
at MoKS, Roomet Jakapi and I created a live collaborative
performance piece which was performed at the "Ratas
Kirvis" concert event at the conclusion of the residencies .
Besides this, at MoKS I began a micro sound music
piece "Bubbling" which is in progress.

“

EXCHANGE WITH DAR,
THE LITHUANIAN COMPOSERS UNION RESIDENCY

`
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Gintas K and Roomet Jakapi | photo: John Grzinich

“

MoKS residency is the perfect place for the
work. I have participated several residency
programs the last few years, but this one in Mooste was
totally different.
The strong effect of the nature and the isolation helped
me to focus to my project. Mooste is totally out of time
and space for me. I think the program may not be suitable
for everyone. If you like parties and big cities MoKS
Residency is not good for you, but if you have a working
plan and if you need silence and would like to clear your
mind and focus to your art, this place is definitely for you!

EXCHANGE WITH FKSE
The exchange with FKSE started in 2013 and will continue
also in 2017. Annually 2 artists are exchanged: 1 artist
from Hungary works at MoKS for 2 months and 1 artist
from Estonia gets a residency in Budapest.

I used my residency in FKSE Budapest mainly to
prepare my solo exhibition "Third Way" that took
place in Tallinn City Gallery (12.08. - 11.09.2016) and to
work on the curatorial project "Promised Light" that was
based on an international exhibition in two galleries
in Tartu - Gallery Noorus (13. - 30.10.16) and Tartu Art
House (20.10. - 13.11.16). Preparing my solo exhibition
included also a public showing and lecture in the FKSE
project space. Work for the curatorial project resulted in
a collaboration with the Hungarian artist Bence György
Palinkas, who participated in the exhibition "Promised
Light" with new production that he prepared during his
stay in MoKS (October 2016). Besides working on these
two projects I gave a presentation to the PhD students
of Budapest Art Academy. I also managed to meet other
artists and curators from Budapest and its surrounding
region (Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, etc). Among them I met
curator Marko Stamenkovic while giving his lecture "Hello
from the Other Side. Europe, Migration, and The Emperor's
New Clothes" in FKSE. I managed to convince the Centre
for Contemporary Arts Estonia to invite him to Tallinn,
where he gave this lecture on August 22nd and
stayed for a short residency.

“

[Tanel Rander]

From my residency project
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It is a known fact that everything - including our own
bodies - is made up of energy vibrating at different
frequencies. That being said, can sound frequencies affect
us? They sure can. Frequencies affect frequencies; much
like mixing ingredients with other ingredients affects the
overall flavor of a meal. The way frequencies affect the
physical world has been demonstrated through various
experiments such as the science of water.
My project therefore starts with the water and theories
connected to it.
Just as bad words have different vibrations than the good
ones, so maybe the crystallization will be different if I
say various words during the process. The crystallization
is also different if I use different kinds of water, like
rain, snow, lake or river water or tap water. There are so
many possibilities and combinations affecting the physical
circumstances, I can create visible evidences of the topic.
When water changes its consistence, crystallized structures
became visible. Window frost (ice flowers) for example
are created when two very different temperatures meet.
The aim of the project is to visualize the phenomenon on
paper with colored tints. The shapes of the crystals can
be fixed with visual tools.
During the residency I made new works with this technique.
My focus is also to consider it as a pseudoscience
experiment, like testing the effects of emotions on water.
I also cooperated with John Grzinich, a sound artist
because we were curious about of the impact of the music
and audio vibrations on the process of crystallization.
During my residency i also had solo exhibition at
Vana-Võromaa Kultuurikoda.
[Klara Petra Szabo]

“

“

Artists:
Klara Petra Szabo (HU), Tanel Rander (EE)
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Klara Petra Szabo AIR | photo: John Grzinich

:
EXCHANGE WITH KUNSTLERHAUS LUKAS
This new exchange with an Ahrenshoop Germany based
art institution gives the possibility for 2 artists: one from
Germany can work for one month at MoKS and one from
Estonia has a chance to develop work in Ahrenshoop.

“

Artists:
Nora Arrieta, Evelyn Grzinich

Being the MoKS organiser, but at the same time
an artist I decided to take this residency
possibility at Künstlerhaus Lukas. It gave me the possibility
to get to know the new partner organisation and to discuss
possibilities of continuing our newly established exchange.
These 2 weeks gave me the possibility to have continuous
uninterrupted work time. I used it for starting research
about the support structures that make the life of artists
possible. It meant interviewing fellow artists, writers and
musicians who were also staying then at Künstlerhaus
Lukas, mapping and visually sketching down my own
experience with the topic. It was just a start and I am
planning to continue the research, integrating personal
and other artists thoughts into a textual- visual art
piece.

Drawing by Evelyn Grzinich

“

[Evelyn Grzinich]
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“

My work involves the body in relation to
witnessed/read experience. It is a moving act
of translating as transformation and involves exploring
the parameters of the autobiographical in acts of
understanding through creating. My practice is grounded
in my experience of movement and migration and
motivated by a desire to explore relationships between
place /ecology and identity.
With my experience of space and place in Iceland I
began to explore the inter-relationship of individual to
ecology thru textual structures as underlying landscapes
in my work at Moks.

Alexandra Litaker project documentation

Mads Bech Paluszewski and Juuso Paaso returned in August
to continue their sonic investigations on abandoned agroindustrial ruins.
MoKS regular Mike Hentz came to collaborate with 'Minus
Delta T' colleague Karel Dudešek. They used the month
of September at MoKS for preparing an opera about work
and labour, learning sound editing programmes to upgrade
their live and studio sound performing and recording
capabilities. Hungarian artist Bence György Palinkas
participated in the exhibition "Promised Light" with a new
production that he prepared during his brief stay in MoKS
in October 2016. These artists were provided with free
studio and accommodation.
Sofia Lotti Carvalho Dias, Amanda Priebe, Alicja Rosé,
Rachel Devorah Trapp and Alexandra Litaker covered
their own studio costs.

I proposed to explore paper as a material for recording
experience. I was reflecting on Iceland where identity
is mediated by the narrative of surviving the rugged and
treeless landscape and Estonia where the forest reigns as
myth and historical present.
Culture and environment are intertwined. Beginning with
the physical experience of the landscape, I worked
through direct engagement with material. The paper as a
space of containment and reflection. The work becomes
short outdoor readings, that find resonances within the
environment and is affected by bringing the
familiar into this unfamiliar yet recognized
location.
(Alexandra Litaker)

“

and rental open studio
residencies

With MoKS Open Studio residencies we allow any artist,
organizer or researcher to apply with the intention of
spending time at MOKS.

Travel and residency funded by Mobility Grant from
Icelandic Art Center and Muggur Art Foundation.
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Mike Hentz workshop with Mooste youth | photo: John Grzinich
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MoKS has run the Artists to Schools program since 2013.
By now there has been over 50 school visits, with both
shorter (2x 45 minutes) or longer workshops (6x 45
minutes) by artists, musicians, writers and experimenters.
The school visits in 2016 differed from previously held
ones because of their longer duration. Namely both artists
and schools expressed their interest for more thorough
workshops and longer- multiple visits by artists. So in
2016 there were only 8 workshops by 7 artist but majority
of them (6 workshops) lasted 6 sessions of 45 minutes
each. Altogether 5 schools were participating including
Võnnu and Kanepi High Schools, Mooste, Mammaste and
Viluste primary schools and the Mooste Youth Center.
From the feedback given by students, the most important
things about the workshops were: possibility to express
themselves artistically, listen to interesting sounds,
think aloud, make more focused work, be creative and
tell own story to the others, to make something totally
new, to participate in something "big and cool", to make
something one really wanted, to trust others and not be
jealous, practice rather than theory, the possibility to meet
new people and apply one's creativity, good to be taught
by a real artist and given feedback.
Both students and teachers wish to continue and would
like visits to be even longer (a good indication that we
need more art teachers and classes in schools).

“

“

We learned that art is something more than sit
ting in art class and getting grades, that
art is actually a creative process.

(student feedback)

Sound and listening, workshop by John Grzinich | photo: John Grzinich
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Under the auspices of the residence, I also
conducted a six hour long workshop entitled
"The Book of Dragons" at Viluste School. During the first
phase of the workshop, work was done studying various
structures and textures. During the second stage, the work
took place on individual books. Each pupil chose a subject/
system of characters that appealed to them and created a
narrative- or archive-type message in the form of a book.
In the presentation that concluded the workshop, the
schoolchildren talked about the subjects that appealed
to them and their motivation for choosing them. The
results were pleasing for all concerned, including the
participants, teachers and organizers. MoKS' contribution
to the organizing of these activities - a creative offer for
schools, attracting artists and organizing the workshops
themselves is very important for the whole region. This
is confirmed by the growing interest in activities
of this type from local educational institutions.
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Eve Vevere
and Viluste school workshop participants | photo: Valdis Jansons
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“

I enjoyed to be with my students in creative
process and to be guided by composer [Andrus
Kallastu]. I Especially liked that in the beginning music
was written down in really simple way, i.e. non-traditionally,
with words, marks and previously agreed meanings. When
creating, the actual note with its height and duration was not
important. Instead it was creating and listening of different
tonal colours and harmonies, using different instrument playing
techniques.
I liked that the children were creating their own sound pieces,
but later they could participate with their instrument(s) in
performing all the other children's creations. It's important that
the collaborative sound piece "Sinine heli" (Blue sound) was
created. Every child had the score and the piece was practiced
and performed under the conduction of Andrus Kallastu.

For sure I will use similar notation methods at school in my
music classes. This simple method can broaden a child's
verbal expression and sense of the world. It was great when
the composer asked from a child, how she would like her
creation to sound and then the child was able describe
it and write it down.
PROWRYLEUDWR
(Lily Veidenberg, Mooste
 Primary school music
 teacher)
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Since the renovation in 2010 part of the basement has
had different functions and different uses from a gallery,
pop-up restaurant and a youth center, to a free shop,
community center and studio space. While the space
remains the same its function changes according to the
needs and ideas as they occur. The initial idea was to
make multifunctional ceramic-craft- print workshop in
the sauna side of the basement, but this was technically
complicated, so it was decided to develop it on the other
side. The idea for a ceramic workshop was proposed by
Piret Uus who helped find additional funding to install
the proper facilities. The serigraphy equipment we already
had (they just needed a space) and soon furniture renovator
Kristi Keldo also moved in to use it as a workspace.
Currently the basement is used both for public workshops
and events and also as a studio space for MoKS AIRs
(when they need it) and local crafts people (twice a week
it is open for community to work on ceramics). People who
are interested are welcome to pop in, when doors of the
cellar are open. Many of the items produced there are
available for sale and we are in the process of setting up
a shop which will be open as a trial in the summer of 2017.
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While our primary aim is to be a work and research
space for visiting artists, we occasionally host public
events like concerts and CineMoKS movie nights. Cine
MoKS was initiated by Lauri Laanisto in 2013 and has
continued to run as a voluntary initiative, currently by Kati
Taal. Altogether 21 films were shown drawing together
215 visitors. Cine MoKS receives its films from distributors
(mainly from Kinobuss NGO) or directly from the authors.
We were also fortunate to host two touring musical
groups in the common space upstairs on the second floor.
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Tuulikki Bartosik Trio, 'Storied Sounds' concert | photo: John Grzinich
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July

January
1-3.07

9.01-31.01 AIR: Kaspars Lielgalvis

1-10.07
1-27.07
2-31.07
February
1.02-28.02
1-28.02
15+18+2502
15-24.02
10.02

AIR: Kaspars Lielgalvis
AIR: Klara Petra Szabo
Artists to Schools: Klara Petra Szabo at Võnnu HIgh
AIR: Sabine Burger
Concert by Trio Soon-Piho-Lepasson

1-7.08
1-30.08
5-8.08
9-26.08
10-31.08
15-19.08

OMEGA 3, Interdisciplinary exhibition at Mooste Seed
Sorting Factory
AIR: Nora Arietta
..
AIR: Erkan Ozgen
AIR: Berat Isik
AIR: Sofia Lotti Carvalho Dias
AIR: Juuso Paaso, Mads Bech Paluszewski

June
1-23.06
1-30.06
1-30.06
2-20.06
22-30.06
24-30.06
25-30.06
29-30.06

March
1-30.03
9.03
15-17.03
27.03

AIR: Tuulikki Bartosik, Krišjanis Zélgis, Laura Prikule,
Villem Jahu, Reinis Nalivaiko, Daiga Kruze,
Anda Lace,
Kaspars Lielgalvis
AIR: Epp Kubu, Vanessa Massera
AIR: Edd Schouten
OMEGA 3, Interdisciplinary exhibition at Mooste Seed
Sorting Factory

August

AIR: Klara Petra Szabo
Artists to Schools: Klara Petra Szabo at Mooste School
AIR: Ieva Saulite
Opening party of the World Film Festival

AIR: Inga Erdmane
AIR: Vanessa Massera
AIR: Edd Schouten
AIR: Ilze Vanaga
AIR: Kaspars Lielgalvis
AIR: Tuulikki Bartosik, Reinis Nalivaiko, Villem Jahu
AIR: Daiga Kruze
AIR: Anda Lace

September
1-30.09
AIR: Sofia Lotti Carvalho Dias
7-30.09
AIR: Mike Hentz Karel Dudešek
23+26+27.09 Artists to Schools, Mike Hentz at Mooste Youth Center

October
8-16.10
10-31.10

AIR: Alicja Rose
Artists to Schools: Alicja Rose at Mooste School
AIR: Epp Kubu
AIR: Amanda Priebe
AIR, Eva Vevere
Artists to Schools: Eva Vevere
at Viluste School
AIR: Emma Fält
Artists to Schools Emma Fält at Kanepi High
Artists to Schools: John Grzinich at Mammaste School

May
1-15.05
1-29.05
2-7.05
2-30.05
4.05
6+3.05
9.05-1.06
12.05
15-31.05

AIR, Eva Vevere
AIR: Emma Fält
AIR: Taavi Suisalu
AIR: Johanna Lonka
Artists to Schools: Eva Vevere
at Viluste School
Artists to Schools: John Grzinich at Mammaste School
AIR: Simon Whetham
Artists to Schools Emma Fält at Kanepi High
AIR: Alexandra Litaker

'Weathery Portraits' by Taavi Suisalu at OMEGA 3 | photo: Epp Kubu

time

1-20.04
14.04
22-25.04
1-25.04
15-30.04
20+27.04
23-30.04
28.04
29.04

line

April

AIR: Bence György Palinkas
AIR: Rachel Devorah Trapp

November
1-15.11
3+4+9.11
5-6.11
12.11
26.11

AIR: Gintas Kraptavicius, Linas Paulauskis, Roomet Jakapi,
Andrus Kallastu
Artists to Schools: Andrus Kallastu at Mooste School
EMTA CoPeCo workshop
Performance: Ratas-Kirvis, Jakapi-Paulauskis- Gintas KKallastu and workshop participants from Mooste School
Concert: Storied Sounds, Timo Alakotila, Tuulikki Bartosik
and Villu Talsi

December
5-23.12

AIR: Sarah Armstrong, Tina Damgaard
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Expense (in €)

ECE regional HIAP

EMES

KK Nord KOP

EMC - Estonian Ministry of Culture
ECE - Estonian Cultural Endowment
ECE regional - Estonian Cultural Endowment for Põlva region
EMES - Estonian Ministry of Education and Science
KOP - programme of local initiative
SF - self funding

TOTAL

EMC

ECE

SF

Rental of space

819

369

250

Heating

5026

2029

1335

75

1428

159

Electricity

1564

452

518

396

157

41

Water and canalisation

1265

440

298

204

257

66

Garbage

117

61

18

10

28

Land-heating maintenance

1071

Fire-alarm system maintenance

187

Chimney sweeping

120

Minor repairs

1004

361

Basement workshop set-up

1400

150

Promotion

116

Transport

1380

100

Administrative costs

1138

317

OMEGA 3 production

8850

2077

Artists to schools

3258

AIR- stipends, travel

6878

1523

Accounting

655

45

451

30

129

Coordinator

9168

2549

2765

900

1966

TOTAL

44016

10520

15200

2600

MoKS RUNNING COSTS
200

1071
47

126

14

120
543

78

22
1223

62

27

54

159

908
284

213

85

277

175

PROGRAMME- activities
6000

500

1200

400

800
2172

241

32

832

26

3183

STAFF SALARIES

3080

800

8830

988
1223

1763

budget
Flax seed factory office | photo: Valdis Jansons
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credits
In 2016 MoKS was supported by

Organiser
..
Mooste KülalisStuudio MTU
Producers
Evelyn and John Grzinich
Design and Layout
Agnieszka Pokrywka
Big thanks for all the artists, funders and
..
Kalju Paalmann, Linaagro OU, Diana Lõhmus, Roomet
Allese, Kati Taal, Piret Uus, Mari Käige, Aare Veetsman.

Mads Bech Paluziewski's ResoNord project | photo: John Grzinich
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Taavi Suisalu catching signals | photo: John Grzinich

